**S6053  SNIPER 3  (USA, 2004) [VIDEO]**

**Credits:** director, P.J. Peace ; writers, J.S. Cardone, Ross Helford.

**Cast:** Tom Berenger, Byron Mann, John Doman, Denis Arndt, Jeanetta Arnette.

**Summary:** Action/adventure/thriller set in contemporary Thailand and Vietnam. Retired Marine and Vietnam veteran sniper Thomas Beckett (Berenger) is recruited by the NSA for a secret mission to Vietnam to kill Paul Finnegan (Doman) old Marine comrade whom Beckett believed KIA during the Vietnam War. Finnegan, using the name “King Cobra” now operates a narcotics dealing network in Southeast Asia and is also helping terrorist organizations. Beckett’s local NSA contact in Ho Chi Minh City is Quan (Mann), an Amerasian whose father abandoned his mother after the fall of Saigon.

No known reviews.
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